KEAR x Drake Music Scotland Sound Explorers

Keyboard Figurenotes Pack

Contents:
- American Idiot
- Welcome to the Black Parade
- Count
- Impossible
- Locked Out Of Heaven
- Sweater Weather
- The Village
American Idiot: Keyboard

[Diagram showing musical notation and symbols for keyboard and drums]
Welcome to the Black Parade, Part 1: Keyboard
Welcome to the Black Parade, Part 1: Keyboard
Count - Lottie: Keyboard
Count - Lottie: Keyboard
Impossible: Keyboard
Locked out of Heaven: Keyboard
the sleeves of my sweater, let's have an adventure
Head in the clouds but my gravity centered

hate the beach but I stand in Cal- if- orn ia with my toes in the sand Use

All I am is a man I want the world in my hands I

I'll touch yours you in those little high waisted shorts

I touch my neck and
Sweater Weather: Keyboard


Oh she knows what I think about And what I think about One love two mouths one love

One house no shirt no blouse Just us you find out nothing that I wouldn’t wanna tell you about no

it’s too cold for you here and now so

let me hold both your hands in the holes of my
The Village: Keyboard
The Village: Keyboard

![Keyboard Diagram]
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